
Simplify  
Applications
Replace long and  
duplicative PDFs with  
digital landing pages   
for any device.

Score  
Merchants
Consolidate KYC  
and AML due diligence 
data with consistent  
scoring and rule sets.

Accelerate Merchant Applications and Underwriting

Win new business with an easy onboarding and underwriting process

 � Scale onboarding and underwriting with consistent high quality
 � Attract merchants with a guided application and e-sign experience 
 � Ensure fast and accurate due diligence with integrated third-party  

KYC and AML partners 
 � Approve applications in minutes using auto-recommend or auto-decision   
 � Maximize underwriters’ time by accurately scoring merchants before  

underwriter review for exceptions 

Benefits

Underwrite  
in Minutes
Use configurable  
risk scorecards to make 
fast underwriting decisions.

Streamlined Merchant Boarding

G2 Merchant AcquisitionTM

In partnership with:

Automate data gathering
and make informed 

decisions in minutes

Automated 
Underwriting Decision

Integrate KYC process 
automation and data
for fast decisioning

Consolidated
Risk Scorecard

Enroll merchants
for multiple products

simultaneously

Unified
Signing Package

Replace multiple PDFs;
never fill in same 

data twice 

Digitized
Application
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Key Features

Pull in automated KYC and AML due diligence data from best-in-class 
third-party provider, KYC SiteScan, for faster risk analysis and underwriting.

INTEGRATED  
DUE DILIGENCE

CONFIGURABLE  
RISK SCORECARD

Decrease merchant-approval times by setting thresholds for application  
auto-approval. Adjust scoring model on-demand.

Maximize automation with in-depth performance reports that track activity, 
average time to app completion, reasons for declines, speed, and status.

REPORTING 
DASHBOARD

Trusted Partners
G2 has partnered with Agreement Express, the leading client onboarding platform for financial  
services. As the first to gather, use, and reuse client data to improve and evolve rich customer  
experiences, Agreement Express’ best-in-class digital onboarding enhances G2’s risk  
mitigation solutions.

ONLINE  
APPLICATIONS

Capture all merchant data with front-end digital landing pages and  
legally binding electronic signature(s) for service agreements.

Simplify filling out forms with pre-populating data previously entered, and  
validate form fields in real-time for incorrect or missing data.

SMART 
FORMS

UNIFIED  
APPLICATIONS

Consolidate applications, allowing merchants to apply for multiple products 
and services with a single application (e.g. card processing and ACH).

Capture every step in the process to quickly respond to internal and  
external audits.

AUDIT 
TRAIL


